
Premium Floating Pod
FloatSPA's



A new era of wellness
with the Premium Float Pod

ExclusivelySpa is the official distributor and representative partner of
FloatSPA in Cyprus, Greece and The Nordic countries. We are proud to
present this extraordinary state-of-the-art floating pod designed to
enrich the well-being of anyone that feel the need to improve their
health both physical and mental. 
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"I found it to be one of the most
anxiety reducing experiences 
I've ever had"

- Tim Ferriss
Serial Entrepreneur & Investor

Host of The Tim Ferriss Show
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A truly extraordinary 
wellness experience

Floating is a unique wellness practice which encourages a deep level of
relaxation through complete sensory deprivation. Suspended in a
body-temperature Epsom (MgSO₄) salt water solution, the client floats
quietly in an environment completely free from all external stimuli
such as light, sound, smell and touch. 
 
Boasting a modern and sophisticated design, the new FloatSPA
Premium Floating Pod is developed for optimal comfort and floating
conditions to achieve the perfect sensory deprivation experience. Its
state-of-the-art functionality offers unrivalled efficiency, hygiene and
user-experience for your flotation treatments. Its smooth, organic
shape and quiet, spacious interior provides a safe environment for
guests to relax and enjoy a freeing and rejuvenating flotation
experience in the pod. 
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Global Wellness Market = $4.75 Trillion.
Health & Wellness industry expected to
grow a further 6.4%.
28% of gym goers now regularly use spa
facilities alongside their fitness programs.

With a rising awareness amongst
consumers about the importance of
wellness and the growing trends in both
personal development and physical fitness,
it is no surprise that the spa industry is
seeing more attention than ever before.
According to a report by the International
SPA Association (ISPA) and PwC
(PricewaterhouseCoopers), the year of 2019
set new global records in total revenue,
number of spa visits, revenue per visitor and
total industry employees.
 

 
Many of the world's biggest social
influencers, such as Dwayne "The Rock"
Johnson (161M instagram followers), Joe
Rogan Podcast (7M subscribers) and
Jennifer Selter (12M Instagram followers) are
inspiring millions of people to focus more on
their health and well-being. As a result, the
spa industry is seeing new growth and an
ever expanding consumer base. 

The sensory deprivation
chamber is the most
important tool I've ever
used for developing my
mind, for thinking, for
evolving.

- Joe Rogan

The Evolving 
Wellness Market of 2020

Graph: Number of Float centres opening in
USA & Canada from 1974 - 2019.
 
Source: Float Tank Solutions
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Sensory deprivation is a practice that
encourages a state of truly deep
relaxation through REST - Restricted
Environmental Stimulation Therapy.
 
During a flotation session, the client
rests within a sensory-controlled
environment. Buoyancy is facilitated
by the super-saturated salt water
solution, allowing a freeing state of
'weightlessness' as the client floats
on the surface. Further blocking all
light and sound, the FloatSPA pod
creates an atmosphere free of
stimulus, resulting in a complete
physical and mental unwinding
experience.
 
By creating a 'neurological gap' via
this sensory deficit, the brain and
nervous system are redirected to the
task of deep relaxation. Similar to
meditation, massage therapy and
yoga, the mind is encouraged to
seek "Alpha" and "Theta" brainwave
states thus beginning to restore
balance (homeostasis) of the mind &
body. It is said that 1 hour of floating
is the equivalent of 4 hours of sleep. De-Stress

Improves Sleep,
Memory &
Creativity

Strengthens
Immune System Pain Relief

Drift into a meditative state
that rejuvenates the mind and body. 
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De-stress and relax the mind.

Reduce symptoms of anxiety.

Restores a healthy sleeping pattern.

Releases endorphins.

Improves cognition and memory.

Unlocks creative centres in the brain.

Strengthens immune system.

Enhances overall focus and concentration.

Alleviates symptoms of depression.

Improves blood pressure.

Improves skin tone and softness.

Pain relief from injury or sports recovery.

Reduces muscle aches.

Reduces inflammation of joints.

Improves spinal ailments.

Reduces migraine suffering.

Rehabilitative effects towards addiction.

Supports the natural hormone balance.

Helps with female fertility.

Increases Magnesium absorption.

Strengthens the senses.

Beneficial for expecting mothers.

Health Benefits
of Sensory Deprivation Treatments

List of Wellness Benefits

The effects of sensory deprivation
REST treatments are similar to those
experienced by the thousands of
yearly medical travellers who visit the
Dead Sea for its healing attributes. 
 
Immersing yourself into a purifying
salt-water solution and allowing your
senses to ease off while you float
effortlessly on the surface grants a
spectrum of health benefits, both
physiological and psychological. 
 
As such, The FloatSPA Flotation Pod
is an excellent new addition to the
hospitality world and makes a
suitable piece of equipment for spa &
wellness centres, hospitals and health
clinics, rehabilitation centres as well
as sport clubs, teams and training
centres.
 
The body's joints and muscles are
allowed to fully release all tension
without the strains from pressure and
gravity. Similarly, the mind is freed
from external sensory stimuli, thereby
finally allowed to relax and enter a
meditative and rejuvenating state of
calm and tranquillity.
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Floating sessions are commonly offered in durations 
of 30, 60, 90, 120 or 180 minutes. 
 
Step 1: The guest enters the room, and takes a shower
while the pod is filling up with clean Epsom salt water.
 
Step 2: A therapist sets the controls for the given
treatment parameters (time, music etc.)
 
Step 3: When ready and at their own pace, the guest
enters the pod and lowers the lid. The lid is loaded by gas
springs to give smooth, slow movements. It may be closed
completely as recommended, or left partially open. 
 
Step 4: While in the water, you are introduced by a
welcome message and the 62 LED chromatherapy lights
will illuminate, the underwater ambience music play and
if aromatherapy is requested, the aroma is diffused into
the cabin’s atmosphere. These effects gradually dissipate
as your mind and body relaxes and enters REST. 
 
Step 5: At the end of a session, a soft audio message will
wake you up and announce the end of the session. The
guest may open the lid at his/her pace and step out. 
 
Step 6: While the guest takes a shower, the water will
drain from the cabin. The Guest’s journey may end at the
Relaxation area of the Venue.
 
A therapist will then enter to clean the emptied cabin
and sanitise it prior to the next treatment. This process
takes approx. 5 minutes.

The FloatSPA treatment
and the guest journey
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The FloatSPA pod offers some of the best design and functionality in the industry. 
As one of the largest available pods on the market, the rounded shape forms a striking
presence and comes in a selection of colours and finishes. Its shiny interior creates
mesmerising reflections of the changing colours, adding to the therapeutic ambience
of the pod whilst the concave shape further prevents a very common issue in float
tanks - condensation droplets falling on the guests during treatments. 
 
As the most hygienic system on the market today, the pod is designed to provide a
private, safe and welcoming environment for its guests. Safety measures include an
anti-slip step up area, 3 stainless steel grips and a panic button to stop the session if
needed. The lid is never fully closed on the guest, preventing feelings of anxiety and
claustrophobia. The system is fully CE certified, QPS approved and reported by the
FDA as a safe wellness treatment.

The Premium Float Pod
FloatSPA's innovative approach.

FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM

Digital Touch-Screen Control Display
Highly energy efficient technology.
Leakage & over-filling sensors.
Quick-swap filters for ease-of-use 

Silent temperature regulators.
Software updates, programmes 

Parameterised floating sessions
(temperature, time, light, sound
(music) and aromatherapy).

     & reduced maintenance needs.

     & analytics available. 

NO   GRAVITY
NO   TOUCH
NO   SIGHT
NO   SOUND

JUST   PURE   NOTHING.

100% Water Filtration System
100% intra-Treatment Water Removal
& Refilling System
Self-Draining Cabin Mechanism
External Water Reservoir Tank

Float Cabin Float Room
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Short Skirt version
Long Skirt version

The FloatSPA Premium Float Pod is offered in
two variants to accommodate client preferences
and spatial requirements:
 

 
The short-skirt version is the standard variant of
the FloatSPA pod, and it requires a 26cm podium
or placed directly into the floor. The benefit of this
allows a shorter side wall and thus a smaller
"step" to get into the pod, making it more
accessible for all types of guests. 
 
The long-skirt version does not need a podium,
and houses all tubes and technical elements
within the skirt of the pod itself. However, it does
have a 61cm side wall for guests to climb over.
This may be accommodated by stairs. 
 

Float Room
 
The FloatSPA Float Room is of a more spacious
design and accommodates up to 2 people
simultaneously. Focusing more on relaxation
than total sensory deprivation, the room is built
with the same state-of-the-art technology.

Versions of the FloatSPA System
Short-skirt, long-skirt & Float Room.
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FloatSPA Technical Specs

CABIN SIZE: ROOM REQUIREMENTS:

LOAD ON SITE:

FLOAT TANK (FILLED): 1100kg
FLOAT TANK (EMPTY): 200kg
TECH. ROOM (EMPTY): 300kg 

LENGTH: 2500mm
WIDTH: 1700mm
HEIGHT (CLOSED): 1240MM
HEIGHT (OPEN): 2200mm

The  FloatSPA float pod system's optimal
configuration consists of two adjacent
rooms; one treatment room for the float
pod and a separate technical room to
isolate noise.  Alternatively, the technical
unit must be sound-insulated if placed in
the same room. A door clearance of 80cm
is required for installation.
 
Minimum Cabin Room Size: 14-16m2
Min. Technical Room Size: 3-4m2

WATER FILTRATION SYSTEM:

The FloatSPA® System never uses the same water
for consecutive sessions. The Epsom salt water
solution is stored in an external reservoir where it is
filtered and treated, until it refills the tank just
before the next session. 
 
After every session, the tank is completely emptied
and the salty water is passed through a complex
4+1 filtration system, similar to that of Olympic
swimming pools. 
 
The entire process takes merely 6-8 minutes.
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WW ExclusivelySpa Ltd
www.shopexclusivelyspa.com

(+357) 25 245 840
(+357) 99 456 735

info@exclusivelyspa.com

Need more info?
Cyprus & Greece: (+357) 99 456735
Norway & Nordic: (+47) 47 706107

or request a call-back
 

www.shopexclusivelyspa.com/float-spa


